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The project
We all know the protection of the environment is this
century's biggest challenge. It's a global issue that
affect each individual : we swim in a water full of
plastic, we eat contaminated fish, we run around dirty
areas, we rely mostly on fossil energies, the oceans
are rising, animals are disappearing, and the climate is
getting crazy.
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This is what the project "European Network of
Volunteers for the Environment" or, in short,
#ENV4Env was created for. Its aim is to gather our
strenghts to take action and protect our environment.
On the 5th of June, United Nations World Day, each
European Volunteer can organize an action in their
local communities.
Each little action is too small on its own, but all taken
together, it can have an impact. And guess what? We,
as European Volunteers, we have a network of
hundreds of organizations, and thousands of
volunteers working every day to make a positive
change.

So, why not using it, and change the
world together?

Editorial
"I was myself an EVS volunteer
when I started to develop the
#ENV4Env project.

#ENV4env
in numbers

50+ participants

5

June

1 day

8 actions
in 8 countries

My main objective was to emphasize the "Network"
opportunity volunteering could be - professionnally
as well as personnally. I called my friend Emeline
and we brainstormed together on the phone. I was
in Belarus, she was in France, and we could not stop
talking about different possibilities to do so.
Time passed, six months to be precised, until the
potential was revealed during my last EVS training.
We were asked about our personal project
developments. And the idea popped up...

My personnal project will be to create a
common project! And the environment came as
an obvious theme to act on : our generation
really want to make a change.
So we gathered volunteers all accross Europe
to help us organize our action: on 5th June,
World Environment Day, it was 12 active
volunteers in 8 different countries who made
it possible."
Ingrid Ponsy - Project coordinator
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Sasa Stojiljkovic
serbian in france

Émeline Bruyas
French in poland

Theo Kasten
German in moldova

Anna Kerezsi
Hungarian in moldova

2019 - Network
Richard Blais
French in the netherlands

Maria Krischanovich
Belarusian in luxembourg

Magda Purtskhvanidze
Georgian in France

Laurane
Belgian in portugal

2019 - Network
Agathe Vanclef
Belgian in belarus

Noah Zuchna
Austrian in ukraine

Eleonora Santi
Italian in ukraine

Natasha Pashko
Belarusian in italy

2019 - Network

Serbia
Sasa Stojiljkovic
Sasa is Serbian and volunteered twice in Bordeaux,
France. After this experience, he decided to get
involved in his local community through Grupa Kobra,
an organization based in Donja Toponica in Serbia.

5th June 2019
Danas je 5.jun - Svetski dan zaštite životne sredine. <3
This is our 5th of June. ♂ “Grupa Kobra” has put a lot of effort in the past
years in developing and improving life conditions of its small community
concerning its environmental protection and encouraging youth activism in
this rural area. It is a group of 11 young people that got active since 2007, when
they realized that if they do not do something for their village and for
themselves, no one will.

The Netherlands
Richard Blais
Richard is French and was a volunteer in Bordeaux,
France for one year as "Ambassador of the European
values". After his civic service, he started a Erasmus
Mundus master degree.

5th June 2019
For the World environment day, I decided to do
an action in order to spread awareness about our
problematic daily-consumption of plastic.
I have asked the people of my student-dorm to put their
plastic waste into a specific bin, to show how much we
produce daily in Netherlands. Rougly 70% of the common
pile cannot be recycled. Most of the plastic we use daily is
what is called a "single-use plastic", which is meant to be
disposable after only one utilisation. This comes as a
problem, as this waste do not disintegrate itself naturally,
but is piled up in dumps for lack of a better solution. In the
Netherlands, around 51% of the plastic products are
recycled. In France, 25%. However recycling is not made
mandatory by law. And some areas in Europe do not
permit recycling, such as the dorm where these pictures
have been taken.

France
Emeline Bruyas
Emeline is French and was a volunteer in
Mińsk Mazowiecki in Poland. Back in France, she
decided to pursue with volunteering by enrolling in a
civic service before becoming a youth facilitator.

5th June 2019
You've been a volunteer for an EVS, an
ESC, maybe are you actually volunteering
right now, or you've heard people talking
about it around you. You've met amazing
people all around Europe and beyond,
you've discovered amazing places thanks
to these friends, maybe you've even used
these connections to find a new project,
to learn a few words in Italian, Georgian,
Well, what if we used all these amazing
Finnish...
connections or ours, this huuuge European
Network of Volunteers, for bigger
purposes? Today is the World Environment
Day, and people all around Europe decided
to act together and to show that put all
together, all our actions can have a big
impact. Once a Volunteer, Always a
Volunteer ! Europeanly yours !

Moldova
Theo Kasten
Théo is German and he is also volunteering in
Chisinau, Moldova. As many Germans, he was only 18
years old when he started his volunteering experience
abroad.

Anna Kerezsi
Anna is Hungarian and currently volunteering in
Chisinau, Moldova. Before this experience, she was an
elementary school teacher.

5th June 2019
Hey, let me introduce our new video with Theo! This project was one
of my favourite, we had a lot of fun walking hours and hours in
Chisinau to find the best wind to make our lovely yellow superstar
plastic bag to fly! :D Ingrid Ponsy, our volunteer friend from France
challanged volunteers to do something for the enviroment. This is
what we came up with."

Belarus
Agathe Vanclef
Agathe is Belgian and after living in Brazil and in
China, she chose Belarus for her first volunteering
experience.

Maria Krischanovich
Maria is Belarusian, she was an architect until her
volunteering in Luxemburg. She then became a
project coordinator in Minsk to help other people
volunteer.

Natasha Pashko
Natasha is Belarusian and she did her volunteering
experience in Italy. Her project took place in an ecocommunity.

5th June 2019

"Our yesterday's veggie
picnic
What happened:
thoughtful discussions on
environmental issues and
very tasty vegetarian and
vegan food 😊 Together we
created an interesting piece of
art and everyone got a task
for the week."

Portugal
Laurane
Laurane is Belgian and a volunteer in Porto, Portugal.
The main focus of her project is to create more
sustainable way of building.

5th June 2019

Laurane made a workshop with her
colleagues from her hosting organization
to show them how to make their own
Tawashi sponge from old material.

Click here to find a tutorial online

Ukraine
Eleonora Santi
Eleonora is Italian. After an Erasmus in Lithuania, she
is now volunteering in Ukraine to discover more
about Eastern Europe.

Noah Zuchna
Noah is Austrian and chose volunteering instead of
the military service. He is now in Ukraine with
Eleonora and together they organize events for the
local youth.

5th June 2019
We cleaned the small park behind
our flat and now we are creating a
video from this action, which
should inspire other people to do
the same. We were motivated to do
this on the World Environment Day
by the ENV4Env - working group
created by Ingrid Ponsy.Please, go
check our work!It may seem
nothing, but we hope that with our
small contribution, together we
still made an impact! ✌😁

Georgia
Magda Purtskhvanidze
Magda is Georgian and last year she was a volunteer
in Bordeaux, France. After this experience, she
started working in a youth organization in her
hometown.

5th June 2019

June 5 - World Environment Day ❗
LDA Georgia - Local Democracy Agency Georgia has joined a cleaning action
organized by the Imereti Scientists' Union SPECTRI, under the project "Rivers
Without Waste - Clean Black Sea".The volunteers cleaned up the nearby area of
sport school and the coast of the Rioni river in Choma settlement.By organizing
this action, LDA Georgia and "Spectri" joined the European Network of Volunteers
for the Environment, whose main purpose is to take care of the environment.
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